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STWJCTURAL ANALYSIS QF THE CENTRAL COLUMBIA PLATEAU UTILIZING 
RADAR, DIGITAL TOPOGRAPHY, AND MAGNETIC DATA BASES 

THIESSEN, Richard L., ELIASON, Jay R., JOHNSON, Lisa K., BROUGHER, Craig W,, 
Geol. Dept., Wash. State U h . ,  Pullman, WA 99164, U S A . ;  FOLEY, Michael G., and 
BEAVER, Dennis E., !3z#&!G@, Battelle Blvd, Richland, WA 99352, U S A .  

Interest in the Hanford site (Washington) as a nuclear production, power, and waste 
disposal site has led to generatio$f a vast quantity of geophysical and remote 
sensing data sets of the central Columbia Plateau. To date, these various studies, 
including at least 13 indepondent magnetic linear and image lineament studies, have 
not been adequately correlated. Therefore, these studies provide a unique opportunity 
to compare and contrast the viability of the different geophysical and remote sensing 
techniques. 

topography and limited outcrop, with most of the exposure concentrated in localized 
folded/faulted mountains (the Yakima folds) and along river canyons. 

In order to efficiently compare lineament data bases, we have written an automated 
computer routine that correlates lineaments that are within a user specified distance of 
each other, The angle between their trends has to be less than an input maximum 
separation angle. If more than two lineament rnaps exist for the area, the analyst may 
also specify the minimum number of times each structure must be seen. 

linears as well as lineaments seen on radar and a digital elevation model image. Due 
to their topographic evpression and associated deformation, the Yakima folds are 
detected by nearly all of the studies. Other features that do not corrospsnd to known 
structures are detected in a number of the above data types and SO are likely to have a 
strong structural control. Previously mapped small faults that obliquely cross the 
Yakima folds were identified a multiple number of times. These structures align with a 
set of three-dimensional planar structures identified with our Geologic Spatial Analysis 
(GSA) system. The GSA analysis is based upon computer automated detection of 
valley bottoms as defined by a DEM. Valley vectors which are coplanar may be 
controlied by a planar geologic structure whose three-dimensional orientalion can be 
calculated by GSA routines. 

The geology of the central Cdumbia Plateau is characterized by subdued 

The lineament coryelation routine was applied to data bases qf all aeromagnetic I 
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I NTROD U CTl ON 

Linear features seen on remote sensing images (air photos, satellite, and 
others) sometime correlate with faults, fractures and other structurai features in an 
area. 'These lineaments in some studies have been shown to control the location of oil 
and gas deposits, geothermal resources, uranium mineralization, and other mineral 
deposits, One of the current problems for lineament analyses is comparing different 
lineament data sets. Podwysocki and others (1 975), Siegal (1 977), Werner (1 979), 
Bradley (1983), and Thiessen and others (1985, 1987) showed that when several 
photo analysts examine the same image, significant variations in interpretations are to 
be expected. The same operator working on different image types will also create 
distinct maps (Siegal, 1977; Southworth, 1982; Bradley, 1983; Thiessen and others, 
1985, 1987; H a r k ,  1986; Rosenfield, 1986). This effect may in part be due to the fact 
that most lineament analyses contain a bias that is related to the illumination direction 
(Wise, 1969, 1981, 1983; Sawatzky and Lee, 1974; Siegal, 1977; Eliason, 1984; 
Koopmans, 1986; Harris, 1986). To average out and reduce these problems, many 
studies utilized a number of interpreters looking at multiple images with different 
illumination directions (Slemmons and others, 1981 ; Sandness and others, 1982; 
Taylor and Howard, 1984; Pratt and others, 1985; Foote and others, 1985; Mercer, 
1986; Thiessen and others, 1985, 1987). Other studies try to overcome these problems 
by examining only the orientation trends seen in lineament data sets. One approach is 
to use a map of a rose diagrams, one for each subarea in the region (Krupp, 1983; 
Thiessen and others, 1985; Thiessen, 1986; Harris,l986). Another approach is to 
utilize contour maps which show the relative concentration of any given orietitation 
range of lineaments (Wise and others, 1985; Pitz and Thiessen,l986; Lim, 1986; 
Thiessen i2nd others, 1 986). 

\ 

1 

The major objective of this current project is the testing of a computer method 
developed by us (Johnson, 1988) which compares two or more lineament 
interpretations of the same area and produces a resultant correlation lineament map. 
The Hanfor'd site in central Washington state is used as a test area for this method. At 
least nine pre-existing lineament data bases exist for this region and were 
supplemented with additional lineament picks based upon a shadow image created 
by H.P. Foote (written communication, 1988), 'a radar image (Army Corps of Engineers, 
1979), and several aeromagnetic maps (Weston Geophysical Resources, 1977a; 
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Swanson and others, 1979). By examining a wide variety of data types, those features 
observed in multiple data bases can be targeted for further analysis. 

Our Geologic Spatial Analysis (GSA) technique (Eliason, 1984; Eliason and 
Eliason, 1985; Eliason and Thiessen, 1987; Eliason and others, 1989) was used as an 
independent check to corroborate and examine the targeted structures. GSA 
automatically detects valley bottoms in a DEM and looks for planar alignments of them, 
The three-dimensional orientation (strike and dip) of the planes producing the 
alignment is calculated by the GSA computer routines. Three-dimensional views and 
stereopairs of these are created for comparison with ths local geology and lineaments, 

METHODOLOGY 

Any lineament comparison routine will need to have three input parameters: 1) 
the maximum allowable angular difference in the trends of the features; 2) the 
maximum possible distance between the lineaments; and 3) the critical number of 
analysts that had to have identified the feature. For our analysis routine, each 
individual straight segment of a curved lineament was treated as a distinct lineament 
and compared to all other lineaments. 

Lineaments were sorted spatially so that features separated from each other 
would not have to be examined. Boxes were conceptually drawn around each 
lineament, and extended by the maximum distance separation parameter, defining the 
extent of the lineament. The lineaments were sorted based on increasing values of 
the east-west coordinate of the left side of the extent (LS). Any single lineament then 
only had to be compared to an easily definable number of lineaments in the sorted list, 
starting with the one following it, and ending with the lineament whose LS value 
exceeded the right side value of the extent of the original lineament. This short list of 
potential comparisons was further reduced by testing for any overlap of the north-south 
range of the extent of the original lineament compared to the extent of the potential 
match. The angular separation and distance separations of those features whose 
extents overlapped were calculated and compared Bo the input parameters in order to 
determine if a correlation had been made. 

I 
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The 
calcu lat i ng 

distance between two lineaments (A and B on FIGURE 1) was defined by 
the trend and location of a lineament midway between the two (lineament 

C). kine D is drawn perpendicular to lineament C through the shorter end of 
lineaments A and B. Similarly, line E is drawn through the nearer end of A or B and is 
also perpendicular to C. Lineament C is truncated at lines D and E. The lengths of D 
and E must both be less than the maximum distance paramcter for lineaments A and B 
to be considered to be the same structure. If A and B are found to be close enough, 
then lineament C is inserted into the sorted lineament list as the average of the two. 
The remaining ends of A and B (A' and B') are compared to a fourth parameter input 
by the user, the minimum length of a lineam.ent. If A and B' are long enough to be 
significant, they are re-inserted into the sorted lineament list in order to be compared 
with other structures. If either lineament A or B was already an average lineament from 
a previous comparison, then a weighted average location is calculated for C, and the 
number of times it has been detected is tallied. When all the comparisons are done, 
this number is compared to the critical number of interpreters that had to delineate a 
feature (as input by the user). If the correlation lineament has been seen a large 
enough number of times, then it is stored for later display and analysis. 

STUDY AREA 

The study area chosen for testing of the lineament compilation routines 
(FIGURE 2) is the western half of the Walla Walla, Washington (USA) 1 :250,000 scale 
quadrangle map (46' N to 47" N, 11 9' W to 120" W). This 1oca:ion includes the city of 
Richland, Washington, as well as a significant portion of the Hanford Reservation, 
Because of the number of actual and proposed nuclear reactors and nuclear waste 
storage facilities on the reservation, a large amount of Geologic assessment work has 
been done (Kienle, 1977; Thoms and others, 1977; Reidel, 1978, 1984; RHO, 1979a, 
197Qb; Price, 1982; Barsotti, 1986; Watkinson and Price, 1989). The region is in the 
central portion of the Columbia plateau, and is underlain by a series of Miocene-aged 
basalts. These were folded into a series of east-west and northwest oriented linear 
mountain systems several hundred meters high which are often cored by high angle 

' 

reversB faults. 

At least nine pre-existing lineament studies have been done in the central 
Columbia plateau. These include the interpretation of air photos (Glass, 1977), 
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topographic maps (Glass and Shmmons, 1977), earthquake foci (Rieken, 1905), a 
TM h a g s  (Thiessen and others, 1985), and a comprehensive study of the entire 
Columbia plateau by staff at Battelle PNL (Sandness and others, 1982) utilizing U2 
color infrared photos, Landsat MSS and RBV images, and other air and space photos. 
Watters and Tuttle (1 988) briefly discuss their lineament analysis of Landsat TM, MSS, 
and Seasat images. Several previous studies have examined aeromagnetic data 
bases for linear alignments. These include two separate studies (Weston 
Geophysical, 1977a; WPPSS, 1981) of a 1’250,000 scale southeast to northwest 
swath through the region. RHO (1979~) prepared a detailed aeromagnetic survey over 
a part of the Hanford site, at 152,500 scale. The maps were processed to produce 
third order and eighth order derivative maps (RHO, 19794, ‘19798) in order to show 
changes in magnetic patterns. F2atures were flagged based upon linear gradients 
and axes of anomalously high and low magnetic signatures (RHO, 1979f). 

I 

For this study, four additional lineament data sets wera created, based upon a 
digital elevation model ( G W )  Image, a radar mosaic, and several aeromagnetic 
maps, The DEM image was prepared by H. P. Foote of Battelle, PNL (written 
communication, 1988) by combining U.S.G.S. 1 :24,000 scale DEMs of the Hanford 
area, The available DEMs do not cover the entire study area, and so there is a gap in 
the data at the north and south ends of the study area. An illumination from the west 
was added by Foote’s computer programs. Three interpreters prepared lineament 
maps for this image (FIGURE 3A). Four different lineament maps of a 1 :250,000 scale 
east looking radar mcsaic of the Walla Walla quadrangle (Army Corps of Engineers, 
1979) were also prepared (FIGURE 4A). Aeromagnetic analyses were done on two 
1 :250,000 scale aeromagnetic maps, Westan Geophysical Research (1 977b) and 
Swanson and others (1 979). The magnetic analyses presented here also include the 
two done by other groups as part of the WPPSS assessment (Weston Geophysical 
Research, 1977a; WPPSS, 1981 ), and the detailed analysis of part of the Hanford site 
by the Basalt Waste Isolation Project (RHO, 1979f). Future work will involve the other 
lineament data bases that exist for this region. 

I 

RESULTS 

The lineament compilation routine was applied to maps of three interpreters of 
the DEM image, four analyses of a radar image, and five different aeromagnetic 
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studies. Several of the latter studies designated up to four different classes of linears 
based upon their appearance on magnetic maps. These multiple designations 
resulted in up to twelve times that a structure could be observed in magnetic data sets. 

In order to determine which combination of parameters was the optimum one, 
the compilation routine was applied to the DEM image lineaments (FIGURE 3A) with 
differwt distance and angular separations. For all the following runs, the minimum 
length piirameter was set to 0,OI 6 km. FIGURE 36 shows the structures that were 
observed 3y at least two interpreters of the DEM image. For this diagram, the 
lineament ,rends had to be within 5' of each other and they could not be separated by 
more than 3.2 km (2.0 mi). Close examination of this map shows that distinctly different 
lineaments or lineament groups were compared to each other and the average 
compilation lineament was plotted part way between the two features. In FIGURE 3C, 
the maximum allowable separation distance was decreased to 0.8 km, and the 
preceding problem appears to have been alleviated. Increasing the angular criteria to 
I O o  (for a distance of 0.8 km) is shown in FIGURE 3D. Examination of these diagrams 
indicated that 5' and 0.8 km were the optimum angular and distance parameters. 

FIGURE 4A shows all lineaments observed by four analysts of a radar image 
(Army Corps of Engineers, 1979). Using the above optimum parameters (5" and 0.8 
km), compilation maps were prepared for lineaments that at least two interpreters saw 
(FIGURE 4B), at least three identified (FIGURE 4C), and ones that all four analysts 
picked (FIGURE 4D). The latter map shows features that have the highest probability 
of being an identifiable lineament on the radar image. 

FIGURE 5A shows all of the individual DEM, radar and aeromagnetic 
lineaments. The dense, east-west and northwest clusters are the major fold/thrust 
.mountain belts (Yakima folds) shown on FIGURE 2. These major features are seen in 
all data bases. There are well d e w  loped groupings of crossing structures including 
the alignment flagged with a B in FIGURE 5A. The three different compilation maps 
are superimposed in FIGURE 58. The Yakima folds strow up very strongly, and many 
of the more subtle crossing structures are still depicted. Alignment B ircorporates six 
of the compilation lineaments. FIGURE 5C is a second order compilation map based 
on all three of the image compilation maps. Features mappea on this diagram had to 
be observed within the specified distance and angle parameters (0.8 km, 5") by 
several people on at least two different images. These features (including a pcrtion of 
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alignment B) have a high probability of being identified as lineaments. Whether or not 
any of these features corresponds to a geologic structure will require testing using 
previous geologic mapping, field verification, and/or by using our GSA analysis 
program package. 

GEOLOGIC SPATIAL ANALYSIS OF TARGETED STRUCTURES 

The composite lineaments determined with our correlation technique are two- 
dimensional traces on a map, similar to results from every other previous lineament 
study. Past analyses showed only a small percentage of lineaments actually correlate 
to mappable faults and fractures (Isachsen, 1976; Wise, 1981 ; Nelson, 1983; Thiessen 
and others, 1987). Those 'hat do correspond to real geologic: structures are surface 
traces of planes that extend to depth. In order to determine their full three- 
dii nensionality, Washington State University, Geologic Analysis Consulting Services, 
and Battelle PNL have jointly developed (Eliason, 1984; Eliason and Eliason, 1985; 
Eliason and Thiessen, 1987; Eliason and others, 1989) a computer based technique, 
Geologic Spatial Analysis (GSA). The project has been funded by grants from the 
Office of Basic Energy Sciences of DOE. The analysis method is founded on the 
geomorphic observation that planar discontinuities, such as faults, fractures, and 
bedding planes, can produce aligned stream valleys. GSA computer progratns 
automatically search a digital elevation model (DEM) for linear stream valley segments 
and fit three-dimensional vectors to these valley segments. The programs then locate 
coplanar alignments of them. Because the analysis technique is based upon 
elevation data, the full three-dimensional orientation of the planar alignments is 
determined, whereas standard lineament afialyses are limited to two-dimensional 
surface traces. In order to avoid problems with streams flowing down planar valley 
walls as well as minor effects of lithology, vegetation, and erosional differences, dips 
less than a cutoff value are not calcuiated (30' for the present example). The computer 
automatically picks features from a DEM, eliminating operator biases and problems 
with illumination dir~ctions. In the present study, the GSA routines were utilized as a 
check of the compilation lineaments and were not run as an independen' analysis. 

I 

A DEM mosaic of the Hanford area (H.P. Foote, written communication, 1988) 
was prepared for utilization with our three-dimensional GSA analysis package. 
minute quadrangle DEMs produced by U.S.G.S. were obtained and mosaiced. 

7.5 

r T -  
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However, it was discovered that the DEMs have a severe east-west corrugation due to 
the production techniques used by U.S.G.S. This east-west nolse in the elevation data 
wreaks havoc on the GSA technique, since it is looking for alignments in topography 
(Beaver, 1989). Past GSA analyses have utilized DEMs produced by ,U.S.G.S. (Foley 
and others, 1988), but most often data were found to be too noisy for utilization, 
Therefore, most GSA studies were based upon directly digitizing topographic maps 
(Eliason, 1984; Eliason and Eliason, 1985;Thiessen and others, 1987; Eliason and 
others, 1989). The present study covers an area too large to be digitized by hand, so 
the one degree DEM of the westerri half of the Walla Walla 1:250,000 quadrangle 
(prepared by the Defense Mapping Agency) was r ltilized. The grid spacing resolution 
of this data set is 61 m versus 30 m for the 1 :24,000 scale quadrangles, but the noise 
content of the data base is much lower6 Beaver and others (1 989) successfully 
performed a GSA analysis of an area in northeast Washington using the coarser 
resolution data. 

, 

The GSA technique identifies predominant strike and dip orientation groups 
calculated from the DENls. GSA was run on the northwest quarter of the current study 
area, and one of the identified plane sets was found to have a close spatial 
relationship to alignment B (FIGURES SA, 5B, 5C). This set, shown on FIGURE 6, has 
strikes ranging from 13' to 19' east of north, with dips within nine degrees of vertical, 
The map of the set (FIGURE 6) shows the trace of each individual planar alignment, 
with the ends of each line being the two valley vectors used to define each plane. 
Some of the clusters are defined by only one plane with 2 vectors (such as alignment 
B), while other clusters have a number of individual valleys defining the feature, such 
as cluster C on FIGURE 6. The latter cluster corresponds to a number of lineaments 
and two correlation lineaments less than 1 km long (FIGURE 58). However, it doss not 
show up on the compilation of compilations (FIGURE 5C). Cluster C, at its wuthern 
end on Umtanum Ridge, aligns with several north-northeast trending normal faults 
(FIGURE 5D), as mapped by Kienle (1977) and RHO (1978a). Detailed structural 
analyses in this area by Price (1982), Barsotti (1986), and Watkinson and Price (1989) 
observed a considerable number of north-northeast oriented tectonic joints. 

' Boundaries between structural domains also parallel this trend, although none 
actually coincides with one of the GSA defined planar features. Reidel (1984), noted 
2.7 km of right lateral offset of the Saddle Mountain anticlinal hinge where it is 
breached by the Columbia River at S9ntineI Gap. Based on this, he hypothesizes the 
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existence of a northorthwest trending fault that would roughly correspond to plane 
cluster A on FIGURE 6. 

The GSA program package can display a three-dimensional view of the 
topography (based upon the DEM) with the GSA defined planes superimposed on the 
ground surface. FIGURE 7 shows the northwest quarter of the study area looking 
tawards the southeast. Several of the east-west oriented fold/thrust controlled 
mountain belts can be seen (Saddle Mountains, Umtanum Ridge). The single GSA 
plane that corresponds to alignment E3 and the dual planes of duster A are plotted. 
The latter follows the Columbia River gorge through the Saddle Mountains. Plane B 
can be seen traversing across the Saddle Mountains where it aligns with DEM and 
radar co m pi lat io n Ii neam e n t s. 

+ 

I 

\ 

FIGURE 7 graphically illustrates the power of using three-dimensional GSA 
analysis methods, when ccmpared to previous lineament studies. Future plans for 
GSA call for registering the lineaments and correlation lineaments to the DEM data 
base so as to give them a three-dimensionality. The resulting vectors will be utilized 
directly in the GSA coplanar analysis routines, and so planar alignments between 
topographically defined valley bottoms, image lineaments and aeromagnetic linears 
can be examined simultaneously. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

FIGURE 1. Calculation of distance between two lineaments, Lineament C is created 
such'that it 1s midway between lineaments A and B. The distance between segments A 
and B Is measured along the dotted lines (D and E) which are perpendicular to C, 
Segments A' and B' are those portions of lineaments A and B that are cut off and re- 
Inserted into the sorted list. 

FIGURE 2, (A) Location map of the study area, adapted from Myers and Price,l979, 
The majar mountain systems are shown with a grey shade. The study area is the west 
half of the Walla Walla, Washington (U.S.A.) 1 :250,000 scale quadrangle. 

FIGURE 3. Lineaments based upon DEM Image of the Hanford area (H.P. Foote, 1988, 
written communication), (A) All structures identified by three interpreters. (B) Computer 
generated compilation map showing only those lineaments observed by at least two of 
the three interpreters that are within 3,2 km and 5 degrees of each other. (C) 
Compilation map similar to B except the critical distance has been decreased to 0.8 
km. (D) Compilation map of lineaments that were within 0.8 km of each other but with 
up to 10 degrees trend differences. 

FlGURE'4. Lineaments seen on east looking radar mosaic (Army Corps of Engineers, 
1979). (A) All lineaments as seen by four analysts. (B) Compilation n-ap of structures 
picked by at least two out of the 4 interpreters that are within 5 degrees and 0.8 km of 
each other. (C) Same as 8, except the features must be seen by at least 3 p e o p ! ~ .  ID) 
Same as B, but depicting lineaments seer) by all four interpreters. 

I 

FIGURE 5. (A) All linem features seen on the radar mosaic, OEM image, and 
aeromagnetic maps, The latter includes previous interpretations by other groups 
(Weston Geophysi la1 Research, 1977b; RHO, 1979f; WPPSS, 1981) as well as WSU 
interpretations of W s t o n  Geophysical Research (1 977a) and Swanson and others 
(1979). (5) Computer generated compilation maps of the DEM (2 out of 3)' radar (2 out 
of 4) and aeromagnetic features (5 out of 12). For all three compilations, the features 
had to be within five degrees and 0.8 krn of each other. (C) Compilation map of the 
compilation maps shown in B. Each feature on this map has to have been plotted on at 
least two of the three previous compilation maps. (D) Mapped faults and folds in the 
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study area. Adapted from RHO (1979a) with modifications from Thorns and others 
(1977), Kienle (19771, and RHO (1979b), 

FIGURE 6. One of the plane sets detected with our computer based Geologic Spatial 
Analysis (GSA) technique when applied to the northwest quarter of the study area. 
One plane in this set (B) has the same surIace trend and loc?.tions as the features 
indicated with a B on FIGURE 5, and so probably are indicating the same structure, 
The GSA method yields a full three-dlmensional orientation, including dips of the 
planar features. The observed dips for the GSA plane set mapped are within 9 
degrees of being vertical. 

FIGURE 7, Three-dimensional view towards the southeast of two of the GSA defined 
planes. Plane A is comprised of two nearly parallel sub-planes shown with hea,vy/light , 
dashed lines. Plane B is highlighted with a solid line. The surface tracss of these 
planes are also plotted. View trends towards l4Oo with a 45' plunge. The Saddle 
Mountains are the long topographic ridge in the center, with the Columbia River 
canyon causing the notch at the east end. Umtanum Ridge is in the southwest (back 
right) corner of the model. 
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